
LEGAL COPY EDITING SERVICES

In addition to a proofreading check, copyediting seeks to achieve consistency of style and clear up confusing or
awkward writing. â€¢ Substantive Editing. Involves.

However, the exact beginnings of the copyediting language used today are unclear. Contemporary[ edit ]
Before the digital era, copy-editors used to take a red pen to a piece of paper to point out errors and
inconsistencies using a markup language made up of symbols universally known by copy-editors. Copy can be
about any topic and come in any form, from manuscripts to essays to material for a website. Within these
printing houses, there were a variety of employees, one being correctors, or as it is referred to today, editors.
Of course, this will be provided as part of the copy editing service, but you want to provide your editor with a
good starting point. On-screen copyeditors may be asked to insert typecodes at the beginning and end of each
element. Teresa Schmedding, president of the American Copy Editors Society ACES and a deputy managing
editor at the Daily Herald in Chicago, thinks that copyeditors are "a natural fit" for digital journalism and
social media because though publishing has been made available to almost anyone, quality and credibility is
brought to content only by copy editors. Despite its long history, copyediting as a practice has not experienced
any extreme upheaval other than the desktop publishing revolution of the s. On-screen editing mainly differs
from hard-copy editing in the fact that the copyeditor should edit more cleanly on-screen, refraining from
saving parts of words, and be careful in maintaining proper line spacing. Whether you want to teach your
readers something or leave them with a thought-provoking idea, the copy editor will help ensure that your
conclusion is as strong as your introduction which is what will hook the reader in the first place. In the UK,
several companies provide a range of courses unofficially recognized within the industry. You won't be doing
anyone a favor by presenting a disorganized text. Checks for technical consistency in spelling, capitalization,
font usage, numerals, hyphenation. If not, then the copy editor needs to take it up a notch. On occasion, we
prefer to bid for jobs on a flat-rate basis, as this enables us to focus on the job itself and not just the number of
words or pages involved. Some copyeditors now have to design page layouts and some even edit video
content. A final copy of the manuscript, or proof, is then examined by a professional proofreader. This is
similar to the point above. The proofreader corrects awkward word or page breaks. Would recommend Anika
to anyone looking for first-rate work. By knowing who will read the text, the copy editor can confirm that the
writing is easy to understand. Hard-copy editing[ edit ] Traditional markup copy editing, or hard-copy editing,
is still important because screening tests for employment may be administered in hard copy. Inter Alia Editing
was set up after I completed a diploma with distinction in proofreading and copy-editing with the College of
Media and Publishing. Checks for continuity errors and makes sure that all loose ends are tied. As a necessary
last step before printing your manuscript, always hire a professional copyeditor to inspect your work with a
fine tooth comb. The same goes for the reprinting of tables, charts, graphs, and illustrations that have appeared
in print. How Long Does a Copyedit Take? How is a client expected to trust the integrity of the information
provided, or the firm or organisation providing it, when it contains errors? Hard copy is no longer able to keep
up with digital publishing.


